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Among the Powers of the Earth
Thirty years ago, our global energy landscape did not
look remarkably different from what it does today.
Three or four decades from now, it certainly will:
dwindling oil reserves will clash with skyrocketing
demand, as developing nations around the world lead
their citizens into the modern energy economy, and
all the while, the grave threat of catastrophic climate
change looms ever larger. Energy worries are at an alltime high—just how will we power our future? With
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The Powers That Be, Scott L. Montgomery cuts
through the hype, alarmism, and confusion to give us
a straightforward, informed account of where we are
now, and a map of where we’re going. Starting with
the inescapable fact of our current dependence on
fossil fuels—which supply 80% of all our energy needs
today—Montgomery clearly and carefully lays out the
many alternative energy options available, ranging
from the familiar, like water and solar, to such
nascent but promising sources as hydrogen and
geothermal power. What is crucial, Montgomery
explains, is understanding that our future will depend
not on some single, wondrous breakthrough; instead,
we should focus on developing a more diverse,
adaptable energy future, one that draws on a variety
of sources—and is thus less vulnerable to disruption
or failure. An admirably evenhanded and always
realistic guide, Montgomery enables readers to
understand the implications of energy funding,
research, and politics at a global scale. At the same
time, he doesn’t neglect the ultimate connection
between those decisions and the average citizen
flipping a light switch or sliding behind the wheel of a
car, making The Powers That Be indispensible for our
ever-more energy conscious age.

The Rise And Fall of British Naval
Mastery
This collection of essays concerns itself with the many
facets of engaged Buddhism, from the very practical
to the philosophical, that have expressed themselves
throughout the history of Thailand in the life and work
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of Pridi Banomyong (1900-1983). Historian, religion
scholar, and political analyst, Sulak Sivaraksa
examines Banomyong's legacy and challenges
contemporary Thais and people everywhere to
consider their lives as worth more than the sum of
material goods they own and instead discover a new,
more spiritual, way of living in the world.

Engaging the Powers
Explores the nature of punishment in a twentiethcentury penitentiary

The Powers that be
Literacy remains a contentious and polarized
educational, media and political issue. What has
emerged from the continuing debate is a recognition
that literacy in education is allied closely with matters
of language and culture, ideology and discourse,
knowledge and power. Drawing perspectives variously
from critical social theory and cultural studies,
poststructuralism and feminisms, sociolinguistics and
the ethnography of communication, social history and
comparative education, the contributors begin a
critical interrogation of taken-for-granted assumptions
which have guided educational policy, research and
practice.

Mostly Innocent
Amoral, cunning, ruthless, and instructive, this multimillion-copy New York Times bestseller is the
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definitive manual for anyone interested in gaining,
observing, or defending against ultimate control –
from the author of The Laws of Human Nature. In the
book that People magazine proclaimed “beguiling”
and “fascinating,” Robert Greene and Joost Elffers
have distilled three thousand years of the history of
power into 48 essential laws by drawing from the
philosophies of Machiavelli, Sun Tzu, and Carl Von
Clausewitz and also from the lives of figures ranging
from Henry Kissinger to P.T. Barnum. Some laws
teach the need for prudence (“Law 1: Never Outshine
the Master”), others teach the value of confidence
(“Law 28: Enter Action with Boldness”), and many
recommend absolute self-preservation (“Law 15:
Crush Your Enemy Totally”). Every law, though, has
one thing in common: an interest in total domination.
In a bold and arresting two-color package, The 48
Laws of Power is ideal whether your aim is conquest,
self-defense, or simply to understand the rules of the
game.

The Music Powers that Be-The Powers That Be: Americas Dirtiest Secrets is the
tell-all confession of the Master Spy, the man
responsible for shaping world events for more than
sixty years. Politics are left out as The Spy shows how
the game is rigged, and its not the government whos
rigging it. Its The Powers That Be who manipulate,
orchestrate and control world events, all for their own
evil aggrandizement. Who really killed JFK, Bobby
Kennedy, Marilyn Monroe, Martin Luther King, and
Malcolm X? Who was behind the rise and fall of
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Communism in Russia, the ascension of Hitler, the
Vietnam war, Kent State, the events of 9/11, both Gulf
wars, and more? Do you want to know the truth? The
Spy reveals it all in The Powers That Be: America's
Dirtiest Secrets. Remember: No event of significant
importance, except for natural disasters, happens by
chance.

The Powers That Be
Earth in 2064 is politically corrupt and in economic
decline. The Long Depression has dragged on for 56
years, and the Bureau of Sustainable Research is hard
at work making sure that no new technologies disrupt
the planned economy. Ten years ago a band of
malcontents, dreamers, and libertarian radicals bolted
privately-developed anti-gravity drives onto rusty seagoing cargo ships, loaded them to the gills with 20thcentury tunnel-boring machines and earthmoving
equipment, and set sail - for the Moon.There, they
built their retreat. A lunar underground border-town,
fit to rival Ayn Rand's 'Galt's Gulch', with American
capitalists, Mexican hydroponic farmers, and
Vietnamese space-suit mechanics - this is the city of
Aristillus.There's a problem, though: the economic
decline of Earth under a command-and-control
economy is causing trouble for the political powersthat-be in Washington DC and elsewhere. To shore up
their positions they need slap down the lunar expats
and seize the gold they've been mining. The conflicts
start small, but rapidly escalate.There are zero-gravity
gun fights in rusted ocean going ships flying through
space, containers full of bulldozers hurtling through
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the vacuum, nuclear explosions, armies of teleoperated combat UAVs, guerrilla fighting in urban
environments, and an astoundingly visual climax.The
Powers of the Earth is the first book in The Aristillus
series - a pair of science fiction novels about
anarchocapitalism, economics, open source software,
corporate finance, social media, antigravity, lunar
colonization, genetically modified dogs, strong AIand
really, really big guns.

Powers of Theory
Paul Kennedy's classic naval history, now updated
with a new introduction by the author This acclaimed
book traces Britain's rise and fall as a sea power from
the Tudors to the present day. Challenging the
traditional view that the British are natural 'sons of
the waves', he suggests instead that the country's
fortunes as a significant maritime force have always
been bound up with its economic growth. In doing so,
he contributes significantly to the centuries-long
debate between 'continental' and 'maritime' schools
of strategy over Britain's policy in times of war.
Setting British naval history within a framework of
national, international, economic, political and
strategic considerations, he offers a fresh approach to
one of the central questions in British history. A new
introduction extends his analysis into the twenty-first
century and reflects on current American and Chinese
ambitions for naval mastery. 'Excellent and
stimulating' Correlli Barnett 'The first scholar to have
set the sweep of British Naval history against the
background of economic history' Michael Howard,
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Sunday Times 'By far the best study that has ever
been done on the subject a sparkling and apt
quotation on practically every page' Daniel A. Baugh,
International History Review 'The best single-volume
study of Britain and her naval past now available to
us' Jon Sumida, Journal of Modern History

Ancient States and Infrastructural Power
The Music Powers book, and the Multi-Media eBook in
essence, is one of the best reference books available
for urban talent to make better choices to get in the
music business, and also succeed in the music
industry. The book features exclusive inside advice
and tips from Grammy winners, Grammy nominees, to
history-making Billboard #1 Hit songwriters,
producers, labels, and production companies. Music
Powers is also the only book for both new and
established producers about the new music industry
trade of ?Selling Beats? for Hip Hop. The book
features exclusive production tips, record deal
information, and indie label advice from DJ Toomp
(Producer for T.I., Boyz In Da Hood, Ludacris), Mr.
Collipark (Collipark Records/TVT, Producer for Ying
Yang Twins, David Banner, Young Jeezy); information
about recording & mixing from the 2x-GrammyWinning Mix-Engineer of India.Arie, Outkast, TLC, and
Madonna - Alvin Speights; as well as Music Production
and Songwriting advice from Songwriter/Producer
extraordinaire - Manuel Seal, Jr., who emerged once
again, along with Jermaine Dupri with the #1 hits:
?We Belong Together? performed by Mariah Carey,
and "My Boo" performed by Usher & Alicia Keys.
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Powers and Capacities in Philosophy
An evaluation of different theories of the nature of the
state in capitalist democracies.

Unmasking the Powers
Military Strategy of Middle Powers explores to what
degree twenty-first-century middle powers adjust
their military strategies due to changes in the
international order, such as the decline in US power.
The overarching objective of the book is to explain
continuity and change in the strategies of a group of
middle powers during the twenty-first century. These
strategies are described, compared, and explained
through the lens of Realism. In order to find potential
explanations for change or continuity within the
cases, as well as for similarities and differences
between the cases, the strategies of 11 ‘middle’
powers are analysed (Canada, Germany, Italy, Spain,
Australia, Brazil, Indonesia, South Africa, India, Japan,
and South Korea). This group of countries are
considered similar in several important aspects,
primarily regarding relative power capacity. When
searching for potential explanations for different
strategic behaviours among the middle powers, their
unique regional characteristics are a key focus and,
consequently, the impact of the structure and
polarity, as well as the patterns of amity and enmity,
of the regional context are analysed. The empirical
investigation is focused on security strategies used
since the terrorist attacks 9/11 2001, which was one
of the first major challenges to US hegemony. This
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book will be of much interest to students of military
and strategic studies, foreign policy, and International
Relations in general.

Powers that be
The term "middle power" is conceptually fragile.
Some scholars have even argued for abandoning it.
This book argues that the concept needs to be
analysed more profoundly and that new analytical
tools need to be developed to better understand the
phenomenon. The traditional approach, based on
Western states, is insufficient and has become
increasingly irrelevant in a transformed global
environment. Instead of drawing from a single theory
of international relations, the contributors have
chosen to build upon a wide range of theories in a
deliberate demonstration of analytic eclecticism. A
pluralistic approach provides stronger explanations
while remaining analytically and intellectually
rigorous. Many of the theory contributions are
reconsidering how the largely "Western" bases of
such theorising need revising in light of the "emerging
middle powers", many of which are in Asia. Presenting
a strong argument for studying middle powers, this
book explores both the theory and empirical
applications of the concept by rethinking the
definition and characteristics of middle powers using
a range of case studies. It examines changes in the
study of middle powers over the last decade,
proposing to look at the concept of middle powers in a
coherent and inclusive manner. Finally, it aims to
further the discussion on the evolution of the
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international system and provides sound conclusions
about the theoretical usefulness and empirical
evolution of middle powers today.

The 48 Laws of Power
In our fast-paced secular world, God and theology are
second-class citizens. Money, politics, sports, and
science seem better suited to the hard realities of our
world. As the church steeple has been eclipsed by the
skyscraper as the centerpiece of the urban landscape,
so has the divine realm been set aside in favor of
more immediate human experience. One sad
consequence of this shift is the loss of spiritual and
theological bearings, most clearly evident in our
inability to understand or speak about such things. If
the old way of viewing the universe no longer works,
something else has to replace it. The Powers That Be
reclaims the divine realm as central to human
existence by offering new ways of understanding our
world in theological terms. Walter Wink reformulates
ancient concepts, such as God and the devil, heaven
and hell, angels and demons, principalities and
powers, in light of our modern experience. He helps
us see heaven and hell, sin and salvation, and the
powers that shape our lives as tangible parts of our
day-to-day experience, rather than as mysterious
phantoms. Based on his reading of the Bible and
analysis of the world around him, Wink creates a
whole new language for talking about and to God.
Equipped with this fresh world view, we can embark
on a new relationship with God and our world into the
next millennium. From the Hardcover edition.
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Powers of Two
Series statement from cataloging data on t.p. verso.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 325-402) and
indexes.

The Powers That Be
What would happen if women suddenly possessed a
fierce new power? "The Power is our era's The
Handmaid's Tale." --Ron Charles, Washington Post
**WINNER OF THE BAILEYS WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR
FICTION** One of the New York Times's Ten Best
Books of the YearOne of President Obama's favorite
reads of the YearA Los Angeles Times Best Book of
the Year One of the Washington Post's Ten Best Books
of the YearAn NPR Best Book of the Year One of
Entertainment Weekly's Ten Best Books of the Year A
San Francisco Chronicle Best Book of the YearA Bustle
Best Book of the Year A Paste Magazine Best Novel of
the YearA New York Times Book Review Editors'
ChoiceAn Amazon Best Book of the Year "Alderman's
writing is beautiful, and her intelligence seems almost
limitless. She also has a pitch-dark sense of humor
that she wields perfectly." --Michael Schaub, NPR In
THE POWER, the world is a recognizable place: there's
a rich Nigerian boy who lounges around the family
pool; a foster kid whose religious parents hide their
true nature; an ambitious American politician; a tough
London girl from a tricky family. But then a vital new
force takes root and flourishes, causing their lives to
converge with devastating effect. Teenage girls now
have immense physical power--they can cause
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agonizing pain and even death. And, with this small
twist of nature, the world drastically resets. From
award-winning author Naomi Alderman, THE POWER
is speculative fiction at its most ambitious and
provocative, at once taking us on a thrilling journey to
an alternate reality, and exposing our own world in
bold and surprising ways.

The Powers That Be
"Rape of the Al-Salama" is an American CEO's
experience of living in Arabia and managing a
prestigious private hospital in an environment of
"shifting sands," and how mirages are not necessarily
limited to the deserts when the Monarchy flexes it's
muscles.

The Powers of Literacy (RLE Edu I)
THE GAME When a double agent in Cuba suddenly
disappears, there's a concern that he might have
gone rogue, working against Room 59 and the world
at large. But one of the agency's top spymasters has
a blood tie to the operative in question, which leaves
him with an agonizing choice: allow the mission to be
scrubbed, and leave thousands to die in the resulting
bloodbath--or risk everything he knows, including his
career, to keep his secret deeply buried. THE PLAYERS
Room 59 is a multinational policing agency
sanctioned to terminate global threats that
governments can't touch. Its high-level operatives are
seasoned in the dangerous game of espionage and
counterterrorism. A Room 59 mission puts everything
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on the line; emotions run high, and so does the body
count.

Sustaining Life
While scholars have often found value in comparing
Wisdom and Romans, a comparison of the use of
personification in these works has not yet been made,
despite the striking parallels between them.
Furthermore, while scholars have studied many of
these personifications in detail, no one has
investigated an individual personification with respect
to the general use of the trope in the work. Instead,
most of this research focuses on a personification in
relation to its nature as either a rhetorical device or a
supernatural power. The ‛Powers’ of Personification
seeks to push beyond this debate by evaluating the
evidence in a different light – that of its purpose
within the overall use of personification in the
respective work and in comparison with another piece
of contemporaneous theological literature.

The Powers of the Earth
Angels, Spirits, principalities, powers, gods,
Satanthese, along with all other spiritual realities, are
the unmentionables of our culture. The dominant
materialistic worldview has absolutely no place for
them. But materialism itself is terminally ill, and, let
us hope, in process of replacement by a worldview
capable of honoring the lasting values of modern
science without succumbing to reductionism.
Therefore, we find ourselves returning to the ancient
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traditions, searching for wisdom wherever it may be
found. We do not capitulate to the past and its
superstitions, but bring all the gifts our race has
acquired along the way as aids in recovering the lost
language of our souls. In Naming the Powers I
developed the thesis that the New Testament's
principalities and powers is a generic category
referring to the determining forces of physical,
psychic, and social existence. In the present volume
we will be focusing on just seven of the Powers
mentioned in Scripture. Their selection out of all the
others dealt with in Naming the Powers is partly
arbitrary: they happen to be ones about which I felt I
had something to say. But they are also
representative, and open the way to comprehending
the rest. They are: Satan, demons, angels of
churches, angels of nations, gods, elements, and
angels of nature.

Powers That Be
A curator and essayist surveys the inner workings of
creative duos, from John Lennon and Paul McCartney
to Marie and Pierre Curie to Steve Jobs and Steve
Wozniak, and describes how their creative techniques
can be adapted and used in everyday life. 50,000 first
printing.

Changing the Powers that be
The Powers That Be
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Paperback

The Powers That Be
In this brilliant culmination of his seminal Powers
Trilogy, now reissued in a twenty-fifth anniversary
edition, Walter Wink explores the problem of evil
today and how it relates to the New Testament
concept of principalities and powers. He asks the
question, "How can we oppose evil without creating
new evils and being made evil ourselves?" Winner of
the Pax Christi Award, the Academy of Parish Clergy
Book of the Year, and the Midwest Book Achievement
Award for Best Religious Book.

The Powers
In this controvestional volume, a leading writer on
poltical power charts a new stratey for the American
left. Equality, fairness, and opportunity -- these
themes which progessives, now more then ever, could
utilize to win elections.

Military Strategy of Middle Powers
Rape of the Al-Salama
This book-and-kit provides methods and tools for
measuring auras, finding lost objects, and more. 30
two-color illustrations.

The Powers That Be
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This ground-breaking study sets out a new
understanding of transformations in the interaction
between religion and political authority throughout
history.

Unearthly Powers
Ancient States and Infrastructural Power examines
how early states built their territorial, legal, and
political powers before they had the capacity to
enforce them. Contributors trace how state power first
developed from the Andes to China, from Babylon to
Rome.

Ryker (The Powers That Be, Book 4)
Examines the means by which America's upper class
gains economic favors from the government and
dominates government regulatory policy, foreign
policy, the candidate selection process, and the
dissemination of ideas and ideology

The Political Portrait
Gable (The Powers That Be, Book 1)
Ryker Powers was the biggest prick I’d ever met. He
was also my biggest mistake. He’d taken what he
wanted then left, and I detested him for it. Not that
the jerk had cared to stick around long enough to
know how I felt. Everyone thought he was a perfect
gentleman with all his quiet intensity but I knew
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better. I knew he had a filthy mouth. That he liked
things dirty. He may have had people fooled into
thinking he was a nice guy but I knew exactly who he
was. He was a bad boy who’d ask for a light from the
devil himself. And I wanted to see him burn. Until I
realized—to my utter horror—that what I really
wanted was him. Who was going to get burned now?

The Power
Powers and Capacities in Philosophy is designed to
stake out an emerging, discipline-spanning neoAristotelian framework grounded in realism about
causal powers. The volume brings together for the
first time original essays by leading philosophers
working on powers in relation to metaphysics,
philosophy of natural and social science, philosophy
of mind and action, epistemology, ethics and social
and political philosophy. In each area, the concern is
to show how a commitment to real causal powers
affects discussion at the level in question. In
metaphysics, for example, realism about powers is
now recognized as providing an alternative to
orthodox accounts of causation, modality, properties
and laws. Dispositional realist philosophers of science,
meanwhile, argue that a powers ontology allows for a
proper account of the nature of scientific explanation.
In the philosophy of mind there is the suggestion that
agency is best understood in terms of the distinctive
powers of human beings. Those who take virtue
theoretic approaches in epistemology and ethics have
long been interested in the powers that allow for
knowledge and/or moral excellence. In social and
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political philosophy, finally, powers theorists are
interested in the powers of sociological phenomena
such as collectivities, institutions, roles and/or social
relations, but also in the conditions of possibility for
the cultivation of the powers of individuals. The book
will be of interest to philosophers working in any of
these areas, as well as to historians of philosophy,
political theorists and critical realists.

Engaging the Powers
From the historical roots of AIDS activism in the
struggle for African liberation to the everyday work of
community education in Khayelitsha, Sustaining Life
tells the story of how the rights-based South African
AIDS movement successfully transformed public
health institutions, enabled access to HIV/AIDS
treatment, and sustained the lives of people living
with the disease. Typical accounts of the South
African epidemic have focused on the political conflict
surrounding it, Theodore Powers observes, but have
yet to examine the process by which the national
HIV/AIDS treatment program achieved near-universal
access. In Sustaining Life, Powers demonstrates the
ways in which non-state actors, from caregivers to
activists, worked within the state to transform policy
and state-based institutions in order to improve
health-based outcomes. He shows how advocates in
the South African AIDS movement channeled the
everyday experiences of poor and working-class
people living with HIV/AIDS into tangible policy
changes at varying institutional levels, revealing the
primacy of local action for expanding treatment
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access. In his analysis of the transformation of the
state health system, Powers addresses three key
questions: How were the activists of the movement
able to overcome an AIDS-dissident faction that was
backed by government power? How were state health
institutions and HIV/AIDS policy transformed to
increase public sector access to treatment? Finally,
how should the South African campaign for treatment
access inform academic debates on social
movements, transnationalism, and the state? Based
on extended participant observation and in-depth
interviews with members of the South African AIDS
movement, Sustaining Life traces how the political
principles of the anti-apartheid movement were
leveraged to build a broad coalition that changed
national HIV/AIDS policy norms and highlights how
changes in state-society relations can be produced by
local activism.

Powers That Be
In our fast-paced secular world, God and theology are
second-class citizens. Money, politics, sports, and
science seem better suited to the hard realities of our
world. As the church steeple has been eclipsed by the
skyscraper as the centerpiece of the urban landscape,
so has the divine realm been set aside in favor of
more immediate human experience. One sad
consequence of this shift is the loss of spiritual and
theological bearings, most clearly evident in our
inability to understand or speak about such things. If
the old way of viewing the universe no longer works,
something else has to replace it. The Powers That Be
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reclaims the divine realm as central to human
existence by offering new ways of understanding our
world in theological terms. Walter Wink reformulates
ancient concepts, such as God and the devil, heaven
and hell, angels and demons, principalities and
powers, in light of our modern experience. He helps
us see heaven and hell, sin and salvation, and the
powers that shape our lives as tangible parts of our
day-to-day experience, rather than as mysterious
phantoms. Based on his reading of the Bible and
analysis of the world around him, Wink creates a
whole new language for talking about and to God.
Equipped with this fresh world view, we can embark
on a new relationship with God and our world into the
next millennium. From the Hardcover edition.

The 'Powers' of Personification
From the Hugo and Nebula award-winning authors
comes the Petaybee series, full of gripping fantasy
and daring adventure. Strange things are happening
on the icy planet of Petaybee: Unauthorized
genetically engineered species have been spotted;
geologic survey teams sent to locate newly detected
mineral deposits are either coming up empty or
disappearing altogether. And the locals aren’t
talking—especially not to the company bent on
exploiting the planet. Disabled combat veteran
Yanaba Maddock seems to be the perfect spy for the
company. The frailty that was a liability in the military
allows her to gain the trust of the Petaybean natives.
But miraculously, with Yana’s relocation to the arctic
planet comes the return of her health and strength.
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And the closer she gets to the people of Petaybee, the
more determined she is to protect her new home. For
something unusual and wonderful is happening on
Petaybee. Something worth fighting for, even dying
for—but especially, something worth living for. . . .

The Powers that Punish
For most Americans, the Revolution’s main
achievement is summed up by the phrase "life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." Yet far from a
straightforward attempt to be free of Old World laws
and customs, the American founding was also a bid
for inclusion in the community of nations as it existed
in 1776. America aspired to diplomatic recognition
under international law and the authority to become a
colonizing power itself. As Eliga Gould shows in this
reappraisal of American history, the Revolution was
an international transformation of the first
importance. To conform to the public law of Europe’s
imperial powers, Americans crafted a union nearly as
centralized as the one they had overthrown, endured
taxes heavier than any they had faced as British
colonists, and remained entangled with European
Atlantic empires long after the Revolution ended. No
factor weighed more heavily on Americans than the
legally plural Atlantic where they hoped to build their
empire. Gould follows the region’s transfiguration
from a fluid periphery with its own rules and norms to
a place where people of all descriptions were
expected to abide by the laws of Western
Europe—"civilized" laws that precluded neither
slavery nor the dispossession of Native Americans.
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Intent and Intentions
The leader's portrait, produced in a variety of media
(statues, coins, billboards, posters, stamps), is a key
instrument of propaganda in totalitarian regimes, but
increasingly also dominates political communication
in democratic countries as a result of the
personalization and spectacularization of
campaigning. Written by an international group of
contributors, this volume focuses on the last one
hundred years, covering a wide range of countries
around the globe, and dealing with dictatorial regimes
and democratic systems alike. As well as discussing
the effigies that are produced by the powers that be
for propaganda purposes, it looks at the uses of
portraiture by antagonistic groups or movements as
forms of resistance, derision, denunciation and
demonization. This volume will be of interest to
researchers in visual studies, art history, media
studies, cultural studies, politics and contemporary
history.

Zeke (The Powers That Be, Book 2)
This is a new release of the original 1935 edition.

Rethinking Middle Powers in the Asian
Century
A Pulitzer Prize winner’s in-depth look at four mediabusiness giants: CBS-TV, Time magazine, the
Washington Post, and the Los Angeles Times. In this
fascinating New York Times bestseller, the author of
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The Best and the Brightest, The Fifties, and other
acclaimed histories turns his investigative eye to the
rise of the American media in the twentieth century.
Focusing on the successes and failures of CBS
Television, Time magazine, the Washington Post, and
the Los Angeles Times, David Halberstam paints a
portrait of the era when large, powerful mainstream
media sources emerged as a force, showing how they
shifted from simply reporting the news to becoming a
part of it. By examining landmark events such as
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s masterful use of the radio and
the unprecedented coverage of the Watergate breakin, Halberstam demonstrates how print and broadcast
media as a whole became a player in society and
helped shape public policy. Drawn from hundreds of
exhaustive interviews with insiders at each company,
and hailed by the Seattle Times as “a monumental Xray study of power,” The Powers That Be reveals the
tugs-of-war between political ambition and the quest
for truth in a page-turning read. This ebook features
an extended biography of David Halberstam.

The Powers That Be
Presents a fictionalized account of Joe DiMaggio's
hitting streak in 1941 and his gift of being able to see
the future.
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